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ABSTRACT 
 
Granular materials composed of primary colloidal particles are of both scientific 
and technological importance.   The creation of granular systems for fundamental studies 
of their packing dynamics as well as applications ranging from ceramics processing to 
low-cost MEMS devices requires the ability to precisely control the granule size, size 
distribution, shape, and composition.  Many methods exist for producing colloidal 
granules, including fluidized granulation, high shear mixer granulation, and spray drying.  
However, none of these methods provide adequate control over these important 
parameters. In this thesis, we use microfluidic-based assembly methods to control 
granular size, shape, and chemical heterogeneity. We then investigate the packing 
dynamics of non-spherical granular media using X-ray micro-computed tomography. 
Monodisperse spheroidal granules composed of colloid-filled hydrogels are 
created in a sheath-flow microfluidic device.  By exploiting the physics of laminar flow 
in microchannels, drops composed of silica microspheres suspended in an aqueous 
acrylamide monomer solution are created within a continuous oil phase.  The interfacial 
tension between these two immiscible fluids drives a Rayleigh-mode instability that 
promotes drop formation. Next, the drops undergo photopolymerization to create an 
acrylamide hydrogel that freezes in the desired morphology and composition during 
assembly. To demonstrate the flexibility of this new granulation technique, we assemble 
both dense homogenous and Janus granules in both spherical and discoid geometries. 
To produce non-spherical granular media, a lithographic-based microfluidic 
technique known as stop-flow-lithography is employed.  Specifically, colloidal granules 
and microcomponents in the form of microgear, triangular, discoid, cuboid, and 
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rectangular shapes are produced by this approach.   In addition, pathways are 
demonstrated that allow these building blocks to be transformed into both porous and 
dense oxide and non-oxide structures.  
Finally, large quantities of non-spherical colloidal granules of controlled surface 
roughness are created via stop-flow lithography in cube and rectangular prism geometries 
of varying polydispersity.  Their packing behavior under static and dynamic conditions is 
investigated by X-ray micro-computed tomography. Their voronoi volume distribution is 
quantified as a function of granule shape and agitation time using image analysis 
techniques.  These data are then fit to a probabilistic k-Gamma analytical function, which 
allows one to quantify an order parameter, k, for the jamming condition of low dispersity 
cube, rectangular prism and bimodal cube granules.  We find a steadily decreasing k-
value for monodisperse cubes, suggesting local cube rearrangement during consolidation; 
while monodisperse rectangular granules and a bimodal distribution of cube granules 
demonstrate a relatively consistent k-value during consolidation, suggesting the local 
granule configuration remains similar. In each case, the data collapse onto a single master 
curve, suggesting a qualitatively similar jamming condition during compaction.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH SUMMARY 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 Granular matter is used in industrial processes more than any other material, except 
water.[1] Many granular materials consist of assemblies of colloidal particles, whose primary 
particle size ranges from a few nanometers to several microns.[2] For example, colloidal 
granules are utilized as feedstock in ceramic,[3, 4] food,[5] cosmetic,[6] and pharmaceutical[7] 
industries. By intentionally granulating colloidal particles, transport and processing problems 
that arise due to their large surface area-to-volume ratio, such as wall-stick, health hazards from 
inhalation, and inefficient compaction into pills, tablets, or other forms, are mitigated.[8] 
Nevertheless, granular matter exhibits a rich array of behavior, including gas, liquid, and solid-
like responses under largely athermal conditions.[9, 10]  
 Colloidal and granular particles display identical physical characteristics, the only 
difference being the effect of thermal fluctuations on fluidized colloids. This difference is 
captured by the Langevin equation, )()( txFma   , where F(x) is the 
interaction force on the particle from particle collisions, is the viscous force due to the 
particle velocity, and (t) is a noise term. (t) arises due to thermal effects in colloidal fluids[2] 
and to external driving forces, such as vibration, in athermal granular media.[9, 11] This 
somewhat unifying concept of colloidal and granular dynamics coupled with their pervasiveness 
provides motivation to both create and systematically investigate the behavior of model colloidal 
granules. 
 To create model granular materials, one must be able to precisely control the size, size 
distribution, shape, and composition of colloidal granules of interest. Many methods exist for 
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producing colloidal granules, including fluidized granulation,[12] high shear mixer 
granulation,[13] and spray drying.[4] However, none of these methods provide adequate control 
over these key parameters, which are important for both fundamental experiments and 
technological application as low-cost MEMS,[14-16] designer pharmaceuticals,[17,18] or optical 
displays.[19] Thus, my PhD research aims to engineer colloidal granules of narrow size 
dispersion, with exquisite control over shape and chemical composition using microfluidic-based 
assembly methods.  
1.2 Thesis Scope and Organization 
 In this thesis, concentrated colloid-filled hydrogels are formulated for use in drop-based 
flow focusing and stop flow lithography (SFL) microfluidic devices. Several system parameters 
are optimized, including colloid concentration, hydrogel content, interfacial tension, flow 
parameters, optical properties, UV exposure conditions, and microfluidic device architecture to 
produce spherical, non-spherical, and chemically heterogeneous (Janus) colloidal granules and 
novel microcomponents. The packing behavior of cuboid colloidal granules of varying aspect 
ratio is investigated under static and dynamic conditions via X-ray micro-computed tomography 
(CT).  The key findings of this research are described in the following chapters: 
In Chapter 2, spherical granules are produced by photocuring the colloidal suspension drops 
formed using a flow-focusing device. Prior to photocuring, the drops are molded into sphere and 
oblate sphere (discoid) geometries through manipulation of microchannel architecture. 
Additionally, by controlling fluid flow within the formed drops, two different streams of 
colloidal suspension were able to be sequestered to form both spherical and discoid Janus 
granules.  
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In Chapter 3, non-spherical granules and microcomponents are produced via stop-flow 
lithography of an index-matched, colloid-filled photopolymerizable suspension. Several objects 
are created including those with triangular, cube, hollow cube, and microgear (diameter c.a. 
300m) motifs. The colloidal microgears are then transformed into functional components via 
thermal sintering and magnesiothermic reduction to form dense glass and porous silicon 
microgears, respectively. 
In Chapter 4, packing of cuboid granules of varying aspect ratio as well as triangular under static 
and dynamic conditions is investigated by CT. 
Finally, in Chapter 5, the principal findings of this research are summarized.      
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CHAPTER 2 
 
MICROFLUIDIC ASSEMBLY OF SPHERICAL COLLOIDAL GRANULES 
2.1 Introduction  
 A new route for forming colloidal granules is enabled by the emergence of microfluidic 
techniques that allow monodisperse emulsion drops to be generated by coflowing immiscible 
fluids at low Reynolds number, Re.[1-5].  Using this approach, both pure hydrogel[6, 7] and 
polymeric particles[8-11] (ca. 10 – 200 m in diameter) have been produced via in-situ 
photopolymerization of monomeric drops in the form of homogeneous[6, 7], Janus particles[12-
15],
 
and discoids[8-11]. More complex microfluidic geometries have even produced hollow 
polymeric particles via multiple emulsion techniques. In addition, microfluidic devices have 
been used to synthesize colloids[16] and to aggregate colloidal particles into “photonic balls” 
using extremely dilute suspensions  (  0.01)[17].  In this chapter, I report the first 
demonstration of microfluidic assembly of dense colloidal granules with precisely controlled 
shape and composition.  
Microfluidic devices consist of an interconnected network of microchannels, whose 
diameter varies from ca. 10µm to 1mm.  These devices are typically produced by soft 
lithography,[18] as shown in Figure 2.1. 
 
In this approach, a positive relief pattern is first formed 
by lithographically patterning SU-8 phtoresist on a silicon wafer.  After this, a poly(dimethyl 
siloxane) (PDMS) prepolymer is poured over the SU-8 and allowed to cure at elevated 
temperature.  The cured replica is then peeled off and bonded to a PDMS substrate to form 
microchannels.  To date, microfluidic devices have been developed for material synthesis 
techniques[16, 19], assembly of “photonic balls”[17], and producing solid spherical[8, 11, 15], 
hollow[20, 21] and non-spherical [8, 11, 15, 22, 23] polymeric particles.  
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Microfluidic devices provide for exquisite control over fluid flow due to the minimization 
of inertial forces from the confinement of fluid elements in the microenvironment. This concept 
is captured in the generic Reynolds number, (Re):  

uL
Re   
Where r, u,  are the density, velocity, and viscosity of the fluid and L is the dimensions of the 
fluid vessel respectively. The numerator reflects contribution of inertial forces, which are limited 
in micro-confined flow due to the small size of L while the viscous component, shown in the 
denominator acts to dampen turbulent flow.  Typically, when Re <<100, there is a transition 
from turbulent to laminar flow.  
 The laminar flow of fluids within microfluidic devices has been exploited to create 
monodisperse emulsion droplets, as shown in Figure 2.2.  The microchannel geometry used to 
generate these drops plays a critical role in determining the mode of initial drop formation and 
properties of the resultant particles.  There are two primary forms of drop forming geometries: T-
Junction, (TJ), and flow focusing devices, (FFD).  Both routes create droplets in a bounded 
squeeze flow[24, 25] and are primarily sensitive to flow rate considerations. Drop formation is 
promoted by an interfacial tension that arises between immiscible fluids.  
There are two distinct modes of drop formation in laminar flow: dripping and jetting. [26, 
27]  In dripping mode, drop formation occurs at low Capillary number (Ca): 

 u
Ca m  
where m  is the viscosity of the outer fluid, u  is the fluid velocity at the interface of the 
immiscible fluids, and   is the interfacial tension between the immiscible fluids. The Ca is 
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determined by the balance of the shear force to the interfacial tension between the immiscible 
fluids. When interfacial tension is large compared to the shear forces, the Rayleigh instability 
drives drop formation at the orifice, Figure 2.3a,b. When the outer, continuous, fluid flows 
faster and creates a high shear environment, the Ca increases and can pull the inner fluid into a 
jetting mode prior to drop breakup Figure 2.3c. Finally, if the inner fluid is flowing too quickly, 
then the inner fluid extends beyond the capillary into a widening jet. This transition from 
dripping to widening-jet mode is defined by the Weber number (We) of the inner fluid, 


2
intipin ud
We   
where in  is the density of the internal fluid, tipd is the tip diameter, and inu  is the mean 
velocity of the inner fluid.  The We relates inertial forces to the interfacial tension of the system. 
In particular, when the inertia of the inner fluid is large relative to the interfacial tension, this 
allows the inner fluid to jet into the outer fluid prior to drop formation, creating a widening jet, 
Figure 2.3d.  The representative, experimentally determined, phase diagram for drop formation 
in laminar flow is shown in Figure 2.4, for an inner fluid of We < 1 and an outer fluid of Ca ≤ 1.  
In this regime, drop formation occurs via a dripping mode, which is preferred due to its stability 
and predictability.  
For each drop forming device the addressable size scale of drops is slightly different, 
however, all drop forming techniques have a minimum size equal to that of the orifice when 
formed in a dripping mode regime. The fundamental limit on drop size is a balance between the 
Laplace pressure on the drops themselves,  
r
PPP outin
2
  
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and the chemical potential of the system where inP  is the pressure within the drop, outP  is the 
pressure outside the drop, and r  is the drop radius. Practically, droplets have been formed in a 
controlled fashion as small as tens of nanometers via e-jet processes[12, 28] and in the micron-
range using standard microfluidic devices[2, 29], where the final droplet size is approximated by 
relating the Laplace pressure to external shear forces[2]: 



m
r   
Figure 2.5 illustrates the effect of shear rate (∝
𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑢 𝑖𝑛
) on drop size for different architectures of T-
Junction, and flow focusing devices, where 𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑡  is the outer fluid velocity and 𝑢𝑖𝑛  is the inner 
fluid velocity. [29] As the shear rate is increased, 𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑡  exceeds the internal fluid flow, 𝑢𝑖𝑛  the 
microfluidic geometries approach a drop volume of 3pL, or ~10µm diameter. Though smaller 
drop sizes can be reached, Figure 2.5b the increased shear rates cause an increase in drop size 
dispersion. This study also reveals a particular channel geometry capable of producing relatively 
large droplets, c.a. 100µm, in the granular size regime, Figure 2.5a (far right). This geometry 
features a widening output channel which is employed in our granule forming channel 
geometries. 
 The dynamic fluid flow within the drops themselves must also be considered. Depending 
on the external shear environment of the drops, the flow dynamics within the formed droplets 
vary dramatically from hemispherically symmetric to completely asymmetric, see Figure 
2.6[30]. These considerations must be taken into account to either promote or prevent fluid 
mixing within drops[5, 31, 32]; for example, mixing is promoted in asymmetric flow within 
drops[5], whereas it is suppressed by a hemispherically symmetric motif. 
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By properly understanding the details of fluid flow within drops, discrete chemistries 
have been controlled within single drops; e.g., Ref. [15] describes coflowing two miscible fluids 
into an immiscible continuous fluid using an axisymmetric flow focusing device, Figure 2.7. By 
generating photopolymerizable drops within the device and subsequently curing them by UV 
light, one can produce solid, polymeric microparticles whose shape is defined by the 
microchannel geometry, as shown in Figure 2.8. Because the droplets want to minimize surface 
energy, they adopt a spheroid surface curvature. By deforming these droplets within 
microchannels, the droplets adopt either disk, oblate or rod, prolate spheroids with aspect ratios 
that depend on the microchannel geometry, as shown in Figure 2.8e,f[11].  Exposure of the 
monomeric droplets to UV light solidifies the microparticle in the shape defined by the 
microchannel, Figure 2.9.[11] By varying the monomer chemistry, both hydrophilic[16,17] and 
hydrophobic[20,21] spherical polymer spheres have been synthesized.  By adjusting the channel 
geometries within the microfluidic devices, i.e. by deforming drops in channels of different 
aspect ratios prior to solidification, disk and rod shaped polymeric particles have also been 
produced Figure 2.9.[18,19,21]    
In this chapter, we extend microfluidic assembly routes to create monodisperse colloid-
filled hydrogel granules of tunable size, geometry, and composition.  We exploit the physics of 
laminar flow in microchannels to first generate drops composed of silica microspheres suspended 
in an aqueous acrylamide monomer solution
 
within a continuous oil phase.  The interfacial 
tension between these two immiscible fluids drives a Rayleigh-mode instability[1, 33] that 
promotes drop formation. Next, the drops undergo photopolymerization to create an acrylamide 
hydrogel that freezes in the desired morphology and composition during assembly. To 
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demonstrate the flexibility of this new granulation technique, we assemble both dense 
homogenous and Janus granules in both spherical and discoid geometries.  
2.2 Experimental Methods 
2.2.1 Material System 
 Colloidal suspensions are prepared by adding an appropriate amount of monodisperse 
silica microspheres (silica = 0.01 – 0.45, 500 nm ± 25nm diameter, FUSO, Japan) to an aqueous 
solution composed of acrylamide (acrylamide = 0.01-0.3, Acros Organics), the crosslinker N,N 
methylenebisacrylamide (crosslinker = 0.001-0.03, Aldrich), and the photoinitiator 2,2 
diethoxyacetophenone, DEAP, (initiator  = 0.005, Aldrich) in deionized water at pH 7 following a 
procedure similar to that reported in Ref. [34]. To aid direct visualization, silica microspheres 
(ca. 500 nm in diameter) are synthesized either with a fluorescent, rhodamine isothiocyanate 
(RITC) or fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), core-shell architecture following the procedure 
described in Ref. [35].  Table 2.1 contains the inlet compositions used in these experiments, 
where FITC denotes a 1:1 mixture of pure silica:FITC core-shell silica microspheres, RITC 
denotes a 1:1 mixture of pure silica:RITC core-shell silica microspheres, and oil refers to a 1:1 
mixture of mineral oil (heavy viscosity, PTI Process Chemicals) and hexadecane (H0255, 
Aldrich) that contains a surfactant (2% by weight, Span 80, Aldrich) and the photoinitiator 
(initiator  = 0 - 0.05).  The interfacial tension between the suspension and the oil phase is 
determined using the pendant drop method[36], and found to be 10 mN/m, 4 mN/m, 3 mN/m, 
and 1 mN/m  for φsilica of 0, 0.15, 0.36, and 0.45, respectively, at a fixed φacrylamide of 0.165. 
2.2.2 Preparation of Microfluidic Devices  
 Microfluidic devices are produced via soft lithography[36] by pouring 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) onto a silicon wafer patterned with 
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SU-8 photoresist features (Microchem, SU-8 50 for disk forming channels and SU-8 100 for 
sphere forming channels).  The microchannel dimensions used in these experiments are provided 
in Table 2.1.  
2.2.3 Drop Formation 
Monodisperse drops are formed in the sheath-flow microfluidic device illustrated 
schematically in Figure 2.10a. The colloidal suspension(s) and oil are loaded into 500 µL glass 
syringes (1750TTL, Hamilton) and infused into the device via digitally controlled syringe pumps 
(KDS 100, KD Scientific).  The viscosities of a representative colloidal suspension (silica = 0.36, 
acrylamide = 0.165) and the oil are 9 cP and 15 cP, respectively, as measured at a strain rate of 250 
sec
-1
 using a controlled stress rheometer (C-VOR 200, Bohlin). Immediately after each drop is 
generated, the acrylamide solution is gelled by activating the photoinitiator using a UV lamp 
with 8000 mW/cm
2
 illumination intensity (N2100 UV lamp, Exfo) that is directed through a 1” 
diameter collimating lens (Exfo) at a height of 2 cm above the device surface.  We measure the 
drop gelation time, defined as the UV exposure time required to suppress the Brownian motion 
of colloidal particles within them, as a function of acrylamide and initiator concentration.  To 
quantify the extent of polymerization as a function of exposure time, we perform 
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Pyris 6, Perkin-Elmer) on representative dried granules 
heated to 800°C at 10°C/min in air.  
2.2.4 Determination of Interfacial Tension 
The pendant drop method[36] is used to determine the interfacial tension of the colloidal 
suspension and mineral oil solution. The interfacial tensions is determined via the shape of the 
pendant drop, defined by the shape factor β, which is dependent on De and D, where De is the 
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diameter of the drop at the capillary tip and D is the maximum diameter of the drop, Figure 2.10. 
The relevant equation for interfacial tension[36], 



gRo
2
  
Where ∆𝜌 is the density difference between the colloidal suspension and mineral oil, 𝑅𝑜  is the 
radius of curvature at the drop apex, g is gravity.     
2.2.5 Observation of Drop Formation 
Drop generation is observed using a high-speed camera (Phantom V7.1, Visible 
Solutions) mounted on an inverted fluorescence microscope (IX-71, Olympus). Direct 
visualization of both homogeneous and Janus granules is achieved via excitation of the FITC or 
RITC core-shell silica microspheres using a 100 W Mercury lamp (Chiu Tech. Corp.), whose 
light was directed through a 500-700 nm (TRITC, Chroma Tech. Corp.) or 450-650 nm (FITC, 
Chroma Tech. Corp.) filter for red or green excitations, respectively.  Representative granules are 
dried and imaged using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (6060 LV, JEOL). Image analysis 
is performed using “Image J” software on representative wet and dry granule populations (> 100 
granules) to determine their size distribution.  In addition, selected dried granules are freeze-
fractured in liquid nitrogen and then imaged using SEM to probe their internal structure.   
2.3 Results and Discussion 
 Colloid-filled hydrogel granules are assembled in a sheath-flow, flow focusing 
microfluidic device with the specified shapes and chemical compositions, shown schematically 
in Figure 2.11a-b, using the inlet compositions and channel geometries described in Table 2.1.             
A fluorescence image of the Y-junction formed at the intersection of inlets [1] and [2] is shown 
in Figure 2.11c for the device used to produce Janus granules.  The green inlet [1] contains FITC 
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core-shell silica microspheres in suspension, while the red inlet [2] contains RITC core-shell 
silica microspheres in suspension.  A core-shell architecture is adopted for the fluorescent 
microspheres to eliminate the deleterious interaction between one of the hydrogel constituents 
and the embedded dye.  In these devices, laminar flow and diffusive mixing dominate due to 
their small channel dimensions and low flow rates.  Hence, negligible mixing occurs between the 
coflowing red and green fluid streams, as evident in Figure 2.11c. 
 Further downstream in the device, drops are generated at the widening flow focusing 
orifice formed by the two oil inlets, denoted as [3] in Figure 2.11a.  The orifice channels widen 
from 100µm to 220µm, a ratio similar to that formed by Abate et al. to form 100µm fluid drops 
at a Ca # approaching 0.5.[29] Correspondingly, the width of the necked region where the drop 
formation occurs, yields monodisperse granules approximately 100 µm in diameter (see Figure 
2.11d).  Again, drop formation is driven by the competition between the viscous shear and 
surface tension between these two immiscible fluids and occurs at a critical capillary 
number[37], under appropriate conditions, the inner fluid is sheared via external pressure from 
the continuous phase to an extension long enough to allow surface tension to drive the jet into a 
drop conformation[1]. As demonstrated previously[1-4], slight variations in the oil flow rates and 
channel geometries result in large variations in drop size.  For example, when the flow rate of the 
continuous phase increases, smaller drops form due to a greater extension per volume of the 
inner fluid element. 
To determine the optimal conditions for forming robust colloid-filled hydrogel granules, 
we investigate the influence of suspension composition on the production of monodisperse 
granules at fixed flow rates (Qsuspension = 100 µl/hr and Qoil = 300 µL/hr).  The results are 
summarized in the processing phase diagram shown in Figure 2.12.  When the silica volume 
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fraction is relatively high, the suspension breaks in a jetting mode yielding polydisperse drops 
due to their decreased interfacial tension, see Figure 2.10; even after factoring in the average 
fluid suspension densities of each volume fraction, there is a marked drop in in interfacial tension 
from the increasing silica volume fraction. From this, a moderate volume fraction of silica must 
be chosen for reliable drop formation. Additionally, when the initial acrylamide concentration is 
low, significant granule deformation and adhesion occurs upon drying, Figure 2.12. Thus, an 
optimal suspension composition of 36 v/o silica and 16.5 v/o acrylamide is identified for the 
short residence times (~ 3 sec of UV exposure) employed in this device.  At this composition, a 
Ca of 0.5 is used to form granules of 100 µm in diameter in a dripping mode.  Under these 
conditions, granules are generated at a rate of 45-65 Hz and travel at a velocity of ~ 6 mm/s.   
 To prevent the chemically distinct hemispheres of our Janus granules from mixing 
upon drop breakup, we use a flow focusing, sheath flow device (Fig. 2.11d) that directs oil flow 
around the spheres uniformly at breakup.  Although the fluid motion within these drops exhibits 
a recirculatory flow pattern[5, 30], Figure 2.13, this does not lead to mixing of the hemispheres. 
In fact, Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) establishes that the recirculatory flow actually 
promotes fluid sequestration in individual hemispheres, Figure 2.13b,c, as it has a flow pattern 
similar to that in Figure 2.6a. Upon exiting the microchannels, however, the shear environment 
changes thereby promoting mixing of the hemispheres in a manner that is likely similar to 
Figure 2.6b.  To immobilize the colloids within each drop, we photopolymerize the aqueous 
acrylamide solution to form a solid hydrogel network (see Fig. 2.11a).  This solidification 
process preserves both the non-spherical and chemically heterogeneous configurations of the 
granules even as they exit the microfluidic device. The exposure time of the drops to UV light is 
important as a minimum time is necessary to crosslink the acrylamide to a sufficient content to 
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bind the colloids. Due to the finite drop velocity (6mm/s) and the exposure area of our UV 
source (~2cm), the maximum exposure time possible is ~3 s. ThermoGravimetric Analysis 
(TGA) determines that a 3 s exposure time results in a 3 wt% loss from burnout in dried, 
solventless granules, Figure 2.14. Considering the ~20 wt% acrylamide monomer pre-exposure, 
this corresponds to a 15% conversion of monomeric acrylamide into polyacrylamide. This is 
verified by the long exposure time TGA measurements showing ~20 wt% loss, corresponding to 
100% conversion of monomeric acrylamide into polyacrylamide for 20 s and 180 exposures, 
Figure 2.14.   
To optimize the kinetics of hydrogel formation, we explore the effects of photoinitiator 
and acrylamide concentration on the polymerization process.  Solidification must occur within a 
few seconds to suppress unwanted mixing or shape changes during assembly given the current 
device design and flow rates.  In preliminary experiments, drops of fixed composition exhibit 
highly irregular gelation behavior.  Such inconsistencies arise due to the solubility of the 
photoinitiator in the oil phase.  The photoinitiator rapidly diffuses from the droplets prior to UV 
exposure due to the enhanced convective diffusion from the fluid recirculation environment.[30]  
We therefore measure the gelation time, defined as the exposure time at which the Brownian 
motion of the colloids first ceases, as a function of initiator concentration at a fixed acrylamide 
concentration.  Upon adding a critical concentration of photoinitiator (φinitiator ~ 0.05) to the oil 
phase, drops are reproducibly and rapidly gelled (< 3 sec), as shown in Figure 2.15a.  The 
addition of photoinitiator within the oil phase is essential for maintaining its desired 
concentration in each drop.  Although the use of a more water-soluble photoinitiator would 
alleviate this need, acetophenone-based species allow more rapid gelation kinetics. We have now 
identified an acetophenone photoinitiator that is soluble in our suspension conditions, but did not 
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use this at the time of publication. We also measure the gelation time as a function of acrylamide 
concentration at the optimal initiator concentrations of φinitiator of 0.005 in suspension and φinitiator 
of 0.05 in oil.  For initial acrylamide concentrations below approximately φacrylamide of 0.03, 
gelation does not occur, Figure 2.15b.  At higher initial concentrations, the gelation times 
decrease from ~ 20 sec for φacrylamide of 0.04 to less than 3 sec for φacrylamide of 0.165.  For the 
optimal initial acrylamide concentration, φacrylamide ~ 0.165, TGA experiments reveal that only 
15% of the initial acrylamide in solution polymerizes under these exposure conditions.  The 
excess species are likely removed during the solvent exchange and drying process. To fully 
polymerize the initial acrylamide in solution, longer exposure times (> 10 sec) are required. 
To demonstrate the flexibility of this new granulation route, we assemble colloid-filled 
hydrogel granules of varying composition and shape.  Specifically, we produce homogeneous 
and Janus granules in both spherical and discoidal shapes.  They are imaged using fluorescence 
microscopy in the wet state without removal of excess oil (see Fig. 2.16).  The characteristic size 
of the spherical granules is ~ 110 µm with a standard deviation of 4.2%.  For the discoidal 
granules, the major and minor axes are ~115 µm and ~58 µm respectively, resulting in a minor-
to-major axis ratio, , of ~ 0.50.  A coefficient of variation is not reported for these granules due 
to an insufficient population of discoids that are tilted at appropriate angles for image analysis.     
To demonstrate the efficacy of this process as a route for forming robust granules, we 
harvest and dry the colloid-filled hydrogel granules.  It is necessary to exchange the low 
volatility oil phase with a higher volatility solvent, in this case octane, during the drying process.  
Pure hydrogel drops (Fig. 2.17a) contract to nearly half of their initial volume upon drying, 
whereas colloid-filled drops only contract until a random close-packed particle network formed 
( ~ 0.64)[38].  After solvent exchange, we obtain colloid-filled hydrogel granules with 
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relatively smooth surface morphologies. The dried granules retain their spherical (80 µm in 
diameter) or discoid (Dmajor = 90 µm, Dminor = 56 µm) geometries, as shown in Fig. 2.17b,c.  
Interestingly, the aspect ratio of the dried discoid granules is slightly higher than that observed in 
the wet state, although the reason for this anisotropic shrinkage is unclear.  Finally, within each 
dried granule, the silica microspheres assemble into a random close-packed network, as shown in 
Fig. 2.17d. 
2.4 Conclusions   
  Microfluidic-based assembly offers a facile route for assembling monodisperse colloid-
filled hydrogel granules of well-controlled size, morphology and composition. To preserve their 
structure, we utilize in situ photopolymerization of an acrylamide-based solution during drop 
generation.  For the first time, the production of both homogeneous and hemispherically distinct 
(Janus) colloidal granules in either spherical or discoidal geometries is demonstrated in the size 
range relevant for many applications.  The ability to tailor local composition and/or shape of 
these granular precursors may lead to enhanced packing efficiency[39]
 
and novel applications 
ranging from ceramics fabrication to pharmaceutical materials.   
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2.6 Tables 
Table 2.1 Experimental conditions for colloid-filled hydrogel granules production via 
microfluidic assembly. 
 
Granule Composition/Shape    Inlet Composition          Channel Width x Height (m) 
                            [1]              [2]              [3]           [1,2,3,4]              [5] 
Homogenous/Spherical 
Granules FITC FITC OIL 100x150 220x150 
Homogenous/Discoid Granules RITC RITC OIL 100x75     220x75 
Janus/Spherical Granules FITC RITC OIL  100x150 220x150 
Janus/Discoid Granules FITC RITC OIL 100x75 220x75 
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2.7 Figures 
 
Figure 2.1  Schematic illustration of soft lithographic fabrication of poly(dimethyl siloxane) 
(PDMS) microchannels. (A) An SU-8 positive-relief pattern is created on a silicon 
wafer via photolithography. (B) In some cases, posts can be placed on the SU-8 
pattern to incorporate holes into the (C) poured PDMS prepolymer.  (D) The 
prepolymer is cured at elevated temperature and peeled off to reveal the relief 
pattern and holes built into the PDMS mold. (E) The mold and cured PDMS flat 
are oxidized in PDMS, forming silanol (SiOH) groups on the surface.  The two 
pieces are then placed in conformal contact and allowed to interbond, forming 
sealed channels of PDMS.[18] 
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Figure 2.2  (a,b) An inverse emulsion of water in silicone oil is made by shearing an incident 
flow of water on a 90
o
 crossflow of silicone oil. b) Droplet formation in a 
microfluidic device. Channel dimensions for the water and silicone oil at point of 
incidence is 30 m. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Drop breakup modes where (b) is dripping mode, (c) is an extensional jetting mode, 
and (d) is a widening jetting mode.[26]  
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Figure 2.4  Plot of the inner fluid Weber number as a function of the outer fluid capillary 
number in a coaxial microcapillary device. Filled symbols denote drop formation 
via a dripping mode, whereas open symbols denote those formed by a jetting 
mode.[26]  
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Figure 2.5  (b, top) Mean volumes of droplets formed at a Ca = 0.015 for TJ devices and Ca = 
0.05 for FF devices described in (a). (b, bottom) Standard deviation of drops 
produced using the same conditions as (b, top).[29] 
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Figure 2.6 Simulation results of shear induced, recirculatory flow within liquid drops. The 
different shear environments are (a) hemispherically symmetric flow (b) 
axisymmetric flow and (c) variety of internal flow motifs demonstrating a break in 
symmetry under certain external flow conditions.[30] 
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Figure 2.7   Axisymmetric flow focusing device coflowing two hydrophobic monomer streams 
into an external flow of an aqueous polyvinyl alcohol solution. (a-d) Stages of drop 
formation demonstrating no mixing of hemispheres during axisymmetric drop 
breakup at different times through the cycle.[15] 
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Figure 2.8  (a) Functional monomer droplet formation in a microfluidic flow focusing device 
prior to (b) UV irradiation and photopolymerization of the monomer droplet. (d) 
Sphere, (e) disk, and (f) rod formation via geometric confinement by 
microchannels.[11] 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9  (a) Spheres and (b) crystalline lattice of spheres generated from the device 
architecture in Figure 2.8a. (c) Rod geometry generated from microfluidic 
architecture in Figure 2.8f, (d-g) disk shaped particles generated from device 
architecture in Figure 2.8e. Varying the channel dimensions creates different aspect 
ratios of rods and disks.[11] 
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Figure 2.10    Axisymmetric drop shape analysis demonstrating the decreasing interfacial 
tension (left to right, top to bottom) as a function of increasing volume fraction 
(φ) of colloidal silica microspheres in an aqueous acrylamide solution. [Note: 
Drops are surrounded by mineral oil (black).]  
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Figure 2.11  (a) Schematic representation of a sheath-flow microfluidic device used to produce 
monodisperse colloid-filled hydrogel granules, (b) schematic view of granule 
shapes and compositions explored, (c) fluorescent image of Y-junction formed by 
inlets [1] and [2] for the production of Janus spheres, and (d) backlit fluorescence 
image (green excitation) illustrating that the FITC-silica microspheres remain 
sequestered in the left hemisphere of each granule generated. [32] 
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Figure 2.12 Processing phase diagram outlining the optimal region (filled symbols) for forming 
robust, monodisperse colloid-filled hydrogel granules from suspensions of varying 
composition with fixed photoinitiator concentration (φinitiator of 0.005 in suspension 
and φinitiator of 0.05 in oil) at short UV exposure times (~ 3 sec at an illumination 
intensity of 8000 mW/cm
2
). [32] 
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Figure 2.13  (a) Microfluidic Flow Focusing Device coflowing fluorescent silica (right) and 
non-fluorescent silica suspensions into an immiscible mineral oil to form 
hemispherically disting Janus drops of the colloidal suspensions. (b) Micro-
Particle Imaging Velocimetry of the drop formation showing symmetric 
recirculation zones that (c) persist down the channel. [Dashed boxes correspond to 
locations where the PIV data was taken in (b,c)] 
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Figure 2.14 ThermoGravimetric Analysis of silica colloid filled hydrogel granules formed at 
varying exposure times, where the initial prehydrogel monomer concentration 
was ~20wt%. The data indicates that [red] 3 s exposure times result in a limited 
weight loss during burn off of the hydrogel and, thus, not all monomer is 
converted to hydrogel. Longer exposure times [black] demonstrate that a large 
degree of weight loss occurs, suggesting near total conversion of monomer to 
hydrogel at 20 s exposures and longer. 
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Figure 2.15    Granule gelation time as a function of (a) DEAP photoinitiator concentration in 
the oil phase at a fixed φacrylamide of 0.165, and (b) acrylamide concentration at a 
fixed photoinitiator concentration (φinitiator of 0.005 in suspension and φinitiator of 
0.05 in oil).  Gelation is not observed for acrylamide concentrations below ~ 3 
v/o, as indicated by the dashed line in (b).  
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Figure 2.16 Fluorescence images of homogenous (a) spherical and (b) discoidal granules (in 
oil), and two-excitation fluorescence microscopy images of Janus (c) spherical and 
(d) discoidal granules (in oil).  The images acquired from FITC- and RITC-
excitations are overlaid in (c) and (d). Scale bars are identical for each image. 
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Figure 2.17 (a) Optical micrograph of pure hydrogel spheres (in oil), (b,c) scanning electron 
micrographs of dried spherical and discoid granules, and (d) scanning electron 
micrograph of a dried, freeze-fractured spherical granule. Inset (d) depicts a higher-
magnification view of the random close-packed network of silica microspheres 
within the dried granule.  
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CHAPTER 3 
MICROFLUIDIC PATTERNING OF COLLOIDAL, GLASS, AND                            
SILICON MICROCOMPONENTS  
3.1 Introduction 
The assembly of oxide and non-oxide microcomponents from colloidal building blocks is 
central to a broad array of applications, including sensors,[1-3] optical devices,[4] and 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS),[5-9] as well as to fundamental studies of granular 
materials.[10, 11] Progress in these areas has been hindered by the availability of colloidal 
microcomponents of precisely tailored size, shape, and composition. Thus, there is tremendous 
interest in developing new patterning methods for creating precisely tailored microcomponents 
composed of colloidal building blocks, amorphous or polycrystalline oxides, and silicon.  For 
example, colloidal-based microcomponents produced in discoid, triangular, cuboid, or 
rectangular shapes, may serve as novel granular feedstock for ceramics,[12, 13] optical display 
technologies[4] and pharmaceuticals.[14, 15]   
Traditional methods for producing colloidal granules, such as fluid bed granulation,[16] 
high shear mixer granulation,[17] and spray drying,[13] do not provide adequate control over 
granule size, shape, or composition.  Equally important is the need to create porous and dense 
oxide and non-oxide microcomponents for functional devices ranging from micro-mixers and 
heat exchangers[18, 19] to MEMS.[5-9]  Although several fabrication methods have been 
recently introduced, including lithography, electroplating and molding (LIGA),[20, 21] micro-
extrusion,[22] micro-injection molding,[23, 24] micro-stereolithography,[25, 26] and micro-
electro-discharge machining,[27] each lacks the materials flexibility or rapid assembly times 
desired for many applications.  
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Microfluidic assembly techniques provide a new platform for creating novel polymer 
particles from photopolymerizable resins[28-31] and hydrogels[32, 33] as well as colloidal 
granules, as discussed in Chapter 2.[34]  In this chapter, we introduce and demonstrate its ability 
to produce a new technique, known as stop-flow lithography (SFL)[35] that can create a rich 
array of simple and complex colloidal granules and microcomponents at production rates in 
excess of 10
3
 min
-1
.  SFL couples microfluidic control with microscope projection 
photolithography[36] in a microfluidic device,[35] as shown in Figure 3.1. The SFL devices are 
fabricated using soft-lithography.[37]  SFL operates by first flowing a photopolymerizeable 
fluid, then stopping its flow, exposing the fluid to UV light that passes through a photomask to 
cure the desired shape(s), and then initiating flow to eject the photopatterned microparticle(s), as 
shown in Figure 3.1b.  
The maximum throughput, Ts, of this process is defined by: 
flowpolymerizestop
p
s
ttt
N
T

  
where Np is the number of particles formed in one exposure, tstop is the time required for the fluid 
to cease forward motion, tpolymerize is the exposure time of the fluid to UV light, and tflow is the 
time allowed for the fluid to flow before stopping for the next exposure (usually a time long 
enough to clear the exposure area of particles).  Np is defined by the mask design and optics 
utilized. tpolymerize is determined by the fluid chemistry, while tstop is influenced by the material 
properties of the microchannel design.[35]  Figure 3.2 demonstrates that different microchannel 
thicknesses result in different values of tstop. The tstop dependence arises due to deformation of the 
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PDMS microchannel and the fluid viscosity, as shown in Figure 3.3. Specifically tstop is related 
to [35]: 
3
2
EH
WL
tstop


 
where L, W, and H are the microchannel length, width, and height respectively, E is the modulus 
of the microchannel material (PDMS), and  is the photopolymerizeable liquid viscosity. To 
minimize tstop, the microchannel length should be reduced, while its height should be maximized.  
The use of PDMS devices for SFL is critical, as it gives rise to a simple oxygen 
quenching mechanism that limits free radical polymerization.[38] Because oxygen can freely 
diffuse to the channel interior, the microparticles are inhibited from sticking to the top or bottom 
surfaces of the PDMS microchannel, allowing multiple exposures at a single location, as shown 
in Figure 3.4.[38] Importantly, the oxygen inhibition layer decreases in thickness with time and 
thus, there is a maximum tpolymerize before the microparticles will stick to the microchannel 
surfaces.  
To date, SFL has been used to create Janus particles[39]  and patterned microparticles for 
biomolecular analysis.[40]  In addition, porous particles have been created by interference 
lithography.[41]  In this chapter, we report the assembly of colloidal granules and 
microcomponents in the form of microgear, triangular, discoid, cuboid, and rectangular shapes 
using SFL as well as demonstrate pathways by which these building blocks can be transformed 
into both porous and dense oxide and non-oxide structures. To facilitate SFL, we designed a 
novel photopolymerizable colloid-filled hydrogel solution, in which the solvent system was 
nearly index matched with the silica microspheres.  In addition, we optimized the microchannel 
geometry and suspension properties (solids loading and viscosity) to allow for high throughput.  
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3.2 Experimental Methods 
3.2.1 Material System  
Colloidal suspensions are prepared by first adding an appropriate amount of 
polyethyleneimine (PEI); (1800 g mol
-1
); Aldrich Chemical Co to deionized water.  The solution 
pH is then adjusted to 6 by adding aliquots of a 1M HNO3 solution (Fisher Scientific).  
Following this, silica microspheres (silica = 0.5, 500 ± 25 nm diameter, FUSO, Japan) are added 
to the solution and allowed to stir overnight to adsorb 0.5 mg PEI/m
2
 silica[42].  This opaque 
suspension is then index-matched by the addition of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; Fisher 
Scientific) to achieve a volumetric ratio of 65:35 v/v DMSO to water.  The suspension is then 
concentrated by centrifuging at 3000 rpm.  After the supernatant is decanted, a photoinitiator, 
init = 0.03 (Darocur 1173, Ciba), acrylamide monomer, a 0.09 wt% (Acros Organics), and 
crosslinking agent N,N methylene bisacrylamide (Aldrich Chemical Co.) at an 8:2 w/w ratio of 
monomer to crosslinking agent is added to the dense sediment.  The index-matching is finely 
tuned by adding deionized water to yield a final composition of silica = 0.50, 62:38 v/v of 
DMSO:water, and 0.08 wt% acrylamide. Note, to facilitate direct visualization of representative 
patterned microcomponents, silica microspheres (ca. 700 nm in diameter) are synthesized with a 
fluorescent, rhodamine isothiocyanate (RITC) core-shell architecture following the procedure 
described in Ref. 41. A 1:9 number ratio of fluorescent to non-fluorescent silica is utilized in 
suspension. To quantify the extent of polymerization as a function of exposure time, we 
performed thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Pyris 6, Perkin-Elmer) on representative dried 
granules heated to 800°C at 10°C/min in air. The UV absorption properties of the system are 
determined by placing 2ml of 5v/o silica suspension or acrylamide solution into a quartz cuvette 
in a UV/Vis (UV-2401PC, Shimadzu) and measuring absorbance for a spectrum of 200nm to 
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600nm in increments of 1nm. Mie scattering simulations are performed using a freely available 
online routine provided by the Oregon Medical Laser Center, OMLC.[43] 
3.2.2 Suspension Rheology 
  Viscometry measurements are carried out on suspensions of varying colloid volume 
using a controlled-stress rheometer (CVOR, Bohlin) equipped with a cup and bob geometry (C15 
cell).  Prior to taking measurements, a preshear of 50 s
-1
 is applied for 10 s and allowed to rest 
for 300 s before starting each experiment. We first measure the viscosity from a shear rate of 
0.01 to 300 s
-1
 of a 50 v/o suspension, which is utilized in SFL. After this initial measurement, 
the suspension is diluted with the acrylamide solution, and the measurement is subsequently 
repeated for 45, 40, and 35 v/o suspensions.  
3.2.3 Device Fabrication 
Microfluidic devices are produced via soft lithography[37] by pouring PDMS (Sylgard 
184; Dow Corning) onto a silicon wafer patterned with SU-8 photoresist features (SU-8 50; 
Microchem).  After curing the PDMS, the mold is cut out and treated via UVO[37] with an 
accompanying PDMS coated coverslip. After treatment, the mold and coverslip are brought into 
conformal contact and allowed to bond, forming a monolithic structure.  Although unnecessary, 
we protected the microchannel surfaces during UVO treatment following the procedure 
described in Ref. 43.  The microchannel dimensions used in these experiments are: D = 1 mm, L 
= 1 cm, and H = 30 µm, 40 µm or 55 µm, which were obtained by spin-coating at either 3000, 
2500, or 2000 rpm, respectively. Note, channel heights as low as 10 µm could be achieved at 
higher spin speeds. Photomasks are rendered with CAD (Autocad 2005 ®) and printed via a 
high-resolution laser printer (5080 dpi; CAD/Art Services, Inc.). 
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3.2.4 Stop-Flow Lithography 
The transparent colloidal suspension (50 v/o silica) is flowed into the microfluidic device 
in a pulsed sequence and synched with flashes of UV exposure, as described in Ref. 43.  By 
applying a voltage to a solenoid valve through software written in Labview©, the suspension is 
flowed at 2 psi for 400 ms, the pressure is then stopped by removal of the applied voltage. After 
the pressure is released, the system is allowed to relax for 300 ms, during which time the fluid 
comes to a full stop. Immediately after flow ceases, UV light is projected through a photomask 
into an objective lens (20X, N.A. 0.46; Zeiss) that focuses the negative mask image onto the 
microchannel for a periods of 200 ms or 400 ms, depending on the extent of reaction desired for 
polymerization and crosslinking of the acrylamide solution.  This process is repeated until the 
desired number of microcomponents is formed. 
3.2.5 Particle Tracking 
A concentrated colloidal suspension (silica = 0.5) that contains a dilute amount ( = 
0.001) of 1.6 µm latex beads (Sulfate modified; A37297; Invitrogen) is flowed through 
representative microchannels that are 1 mm wide, 1 cm long, and 40 µm thick. A pressure of 2 
psi is applied for 1 s and turned off for 2 s, before repeating the cycle. A high-speed camera 
(Phantom V7.1) is used to record video at a frame rate of 700 fps through an objective lens (60X 
oil immersion; Olympus). Particle tracking algorithms developed by Crocker and Grier for 
IDL[44] are used to track a single particle at the center of the microchannel, ~20 µm into the 
channel depth, near the output to determine the particle position within each frame.  The particle 
velocity is determined using the forward difference method between frames. 
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3.2.6 Thermal Processing 
Representative colloidal microcomponents are harvested from the SFL device, dried, and 
then densified on a sapphire window (Edmunds Optics) by heating at 1
o
C/ min to 1150
o
C for 
varying hold times of 1, 3, or 10 h before cooling to ambient temperature at a rate of 1
o
C/min. 
Porous and dense glass (silica) microgears are produced depending on the hold time employed. 
Note, dense zirconia substrates are used for samples, when substrate transparency is not required. 
3.2.7 Silicon Replication 
Porous glass microgears are transformed into silicon replicas by a magnesiothermic 
reduction process.[45]  Each microgear is placed on a silicon substrate within a low carbon 
(1010) steel boat.  The source of magnesium vapor, Mg2Si powder (99.5% purity, Alfa Aesar) 
(0.3 g), is placed at the other end of the steel boat at a distance of 1 cm from the microgear.  The 
steel boat is placed within a steel ampoule (2.5 cm in diameter, 15.2 cm in length) that is then 
welded shut in an argon atmosphere.  The ampoule is heated at a rate of 7
o
C/ min to 850
o
C and 
held at this temperature for 2.5 h to allow the magnesium vapor to fully react with the porous 
silica microgear to yield a mixture of magnesium oxide and silicon. After cooling to room 
temperature, the reacted gear is removed from the ampoule and then immersed in an 
hydrochloric acid (HCl) solution (HCl:H2O:EtOH molar ratio of 0.7:4.7:8.9) for 4 h at room 
temperature to selectively dissolve MgO yielding the desired nanoporous silicon 
microcomponents. 
3.2.8 Microcomponent Characterization 
Representative colloidal microcomponents that contain fluorescent-core silica 
microspheres are harvested from the SFL device, dried, and then immersed in a 65:35 
DMSO:water solution prior to imaging with a confocal scanning fluorescence microscope (SP2 
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Multiphoton, Leica) equipped with an argon laser (excitation wavelength of 514 nm).  Confocal 
x-y scans are acquired at 0.765 µm intervals in the z-direction through a given microcomponent. 
The images are then compiled into a 3D rendering using Amira © imaging software and the x, y, 
and z values given from the confocal images.  Representative colloidal, glass, and nanoporous 
silicon microcomponents are imaged using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (6060 LV, 
JEOL). Energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX) (ISIS, Oxford Instruments) is performed on 
replicated silicon microgears to verify complete reaction and MgO dissolution conversion. In 
addition, surface roughness measurements are carried out using atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
(MFP-3D; Asylum Research). These data are acquired by probing three 25 µm
2
 areas selected 
randomly.  The root-mean-squared, RMS, roughness values are calculated by taking an average 
of each data set after applying a 3
rd
 degree polynomial flatness convolution algorithm. 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
We demonstrate this novel assembly method by first designing a model colloidal 
suspension capable of being rapidly polymerized via projection lithography within a microfluidic 
device.  The system is composed of silica microspheres suspended in a mixture of dimethyl 
sulfoxide (DMSO) and water at a volume fraction, silica, of 0.5 and contains acrylamide 
monomer, a cross-linking agent, and photoinitiator.  Pure aqueous silica suspensions are opaque 
due to the refractive index difference between silica (n = 1.46) and water (n = 1.33).  By adding 
an appropriate amount of DMSO (n = 1.48), a transparent suspension is produced in which 
scattering from the suspended particles is minimized.  
We utilized the SFL setup shown in Figure 3.5a, which operates to that in Figure 3.1a. 
Patterned microcomponent(s) are formed by projecting ultraviolet light through a photomask 
inserted into the field stop of an inverted microscope.  Microcomponent fabrication involves the 
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stop-polymerize-flow sequence[46] captured in optical images shown in Figure 3.5b-d.  Figure 
1b shows an image of a suspension-filled microchannel prior to UV polymerization.  The 
suspension is transparent due to its index-matched state.  Figure 3.5c is acquired immediately 
after photopolymerization and shows a colloidal microgear that consists of a polyacrylamide 
network filled with silica microspheres and the solvent mixture.  The modest change in refractive 
index upon polymerization enables one to visualize the as-patterned structure within the 
microchannel. Finally, Figure 3.5d shows the microgear as it accelerates in response to the onset 
of an applied pressure within the microchannel.  
To minimize microcomponent shrinkage during drying, we used suspensions with high 
solids loading (silica= 0.5) that are capable of flowing through the SFL device without clogging.  
The photopolymerizable suspensions exhibit Newtonian flow behavior when silica < 0.35 (data 
not shown).  At silica ~ 0.35, there is a transition to shear thinning behavior, which becomes 
more pronounced with increasing silica (Figure 3.6a).  This behavior facilitates their flow 
through the SFL device at modest applied pressures.  
We carried out particle tracking measurements for index-matched suspensions of varying 
colloidal volume fraction to obtain centerline velocities (Figure 3.6b).  We estimate 
characteristic shear rates, which range from 40 to 200 s
-1
, for colloidal suspensions of silica = 
0.5-0.35, respectively, by dividing the maximum centerline velocity by half the microchannel 
height.  Over this shear rate range, each suspension can be approximated to first order as a 
Newtonian fluid (Figure 3.6a).  The centerline velocity at the exit of a low aspect ratio (H/W <1) 
deformable PDMS microchannel is estimated by equation 3:[46, 47] 
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where E is the Young‟s modulus of PDMS (1MPa).  These estimated velocities shown in Table 
3.1 are in good agreement with the measured maximum centerline velocities. 
SFL consists of three distinct steps – stop, polymerize, and flow – repeated in a cyclical 
fashion;[46] hence, tstop, tpolymerize, and tflow are key experimental parameters.  We determine the 
values for tstop, which range from 100 to 300 ms for colloidal suspensions of silica = 0.5-0.35, 
respectively, from the particle tracking data shown in Figure 3.6b.  In our experiments, we use a 
value of 300 ms for tstop, which is sufficient to ensure complete cessation of suspension flow 
prior to polymerization.  We employ values of tpolymerize that vary from ~ 200–400 ms depending 
on the mask design, which enable microcomponents to be patterned with precise control over 
their shape and size.  Finally, a tflow value of 400 ms is used, which is sufficient to expel the 
patterned microcomponent from the field of view thus preventing its double exposure. 
Unlike the spherical colloidal granules produced by droplet-based microfluidic methods, 
whose shapes are defined by minimization of surface energy (see Chapter 2), the objects 
patterned via SFL are defined by the photomask that shapes the projected UV light. To best 
replicate the photomask features in the colloidal suspension, the fluid must display minimal 
scattering at the appropriate UV wavelength (~365 nm), allow transmission of UV light through 
the thickness of the microchannel, and polymerize the monomer rapidly to achieve high 
throughput. By using the index-matched system shown in Figure 3.7a, the polymerization 
kinetics are enhanced. Figure 3.7b reveals a much higher conversion efficiency for this system 
relative to the pure aqueous (opaque) suspension for a given exposure time of 3 s.  
The photoinitiator used in these experiments is optimized for absorption at ~365nm; thus, 
at this wavelength, the projected UV light should penetrate the full thickness of the 
microchannel. Even though the index-matched suspension is transparent at visible wavelengths, 
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there is significant adsorption (64%) at ~365 nm (see Figure 3.8a). By contrast, however, there 
is nearly complete adsorption at a wavelength of 365 nm for the pure aqueous suspension. The 
absorption at 365 nm for index matched suspensions, however, is less than the near complete 
absorption of 365 nm light for a non-index matched suspension, Figure 3.8a.  
 Another important consideration is that Mie scattering is reduced when the index of 
refraction of the medium is similar to that of the particles themselves[48]. Through simulation, 
Figure 3.8b, we observe that suspensions of 500nm spherical particles with n = 1.46 (silica) 
suspended in a medium of n = 1.33 (water) show increased scattering over 500nm spherical 
particles of n = 1.46 suspended in an index-matched medium. By fine tuning the suspension 
chemistry for photopatterning, we can replicate patterns with excellent fidelity down to feature 
sizes of 10µm using standard microscope optics at a magnification of 20X, Figure 3.9. 
To demonstrate the flexibility of this patterning technique and suspension composition, 
we produce colloidal microcomponents in both simple and complex shapes, Figure 3.10.  
Specifically, we assemble microcomponents with geometries that vary from triangular, cuboid, 
discoid and rectangular shapes to more complicated geometries, such as microgears, with 
uniform sizes that range from 20 µm to 300 µm in maximum dimension. Microcomponents 
composed of simple geometric forms are polymerized for shorter times, because they are able to 
withstand the modest deformation that occurs during ejection from the microchannel.  By 
contrast, the complex microgears require the longest tpolymerize (400 ms) to produce rigid 
structures that maintain their shape during ejection. This tpolymerize was long enough to assure rigid 
mechanical properties, yet short enough to maintain an oxygen inhibition layer sufficient to 
prevent sticking to the PDMS microchannel surface. After production, because the 
microcomponents remain immersed in an index-matched solution, they appear translucent in the 
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optical images depicted in Figure 3.10.  The microcomponent production rates for the 2x2 and 
4x1 photomask arrays are approximately 240 min
-1
 for simple shapes and 200 min
-1
 for gears.  
We investigate the distribution of colloidal microspheres within the polymerized 
microcomponents using a combination of confocal scanning microscopy, CLSM, and scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM). Figure 3.11a shows a confocal image (x-y scan) acquired at depth 
of 20 µm into a representative microgear in which 10% of the silica microspheres contain 
fluorescent cores.  Both the x-y and x-z scans reveal that the microspheres are randomly 
distributed throughout these microcomponents.  From this data, we find that the microgear 
thickness is approximately 50 µm. Since photopolymerization occurred within a 55 µm deep 
microchannel, we believe that inhibition layers no more than a few microns thick form at the 
interfaces between the suspension and microchannel.  Their presence facilitates microcomponent 
ejection once suspension flow is reinitiated.  Importantly, the colloidal microgears maintain their 
shape after being harvested from the microfluidic device and dried, as shown in the SEM images 
provided in Figure 3.11b-c.  The tilted image, Figure 3.11b, clearly demonstrates that the 
photomask features can be replicated with a high degree of precision, while the corresponding 
high magnification view reveals that the colloidal microspheres are densely packed together with 
a final solids volume fraction of 0.62, as determined from the net shrinkage that occurs during 
drying.  The inner and outer radii of the dried microgears are 95 ± 3 µm and 225 ± 3 µm, 
respectively.   
To enhance their structural integrity, the colloidal microgears are transformed into fully 
dense, glassy silica microgears by sintering at 1150
o
C for 3-10 h.  SEM images of a sintered 
glass microgear are shown in Figure 3.12a-b.  During densification, the microgear undergoes 
significant radial shrinkage (~25%) resulting in the final dimensions of 71 ± 1 µm (inner radius) 
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and 164 ± 4 µm (outer radius).  Because the microcomponents are sintered on a transparent 
sapphire window, we can also image them via transmitted light microscopy.  After sintering at 
1150
o
C for 3 h, the microgears are translucent.  However, their surface remains rough on the size 
scale of the individual microsphere building blocks. At longer hold times  
(~10 h) the surface of the microgears becomes smooth.  Their root-mean-squared (rms) surface 
roughness is approximately 6 nm, as determined by atomic force microscopy, Figure 3.12c. 
Porous silica microgears are produced by partial sintering at 1150
o
C for 1 h, as shown in  
Figure 3.12d-e.  These microcomponents are mechanically stable and can be readily handled.  
Their rms surface roughness is ~ 130 nm, Figure 3.12f, due to the significant amount (23% by 
volume) of interconnected porosity that is retained after heat treatment. This porosity aids their 
transformation to porous silicon microcomponents via magnesiothermic reduction.[45]  In this 
process, the silica microgears are heated to 850°C for 2.5 h in the presence of magnesium gas 
volatilized from Mg2Si powder to promote the following reaction: 
          2Mg(g) + SiO2(s)            2 MgO(s) + Si(s) 
The MgO/Si composite generated by this reaction retains its 3D shape and porous features.  The 
MgO/Si composite replicas are then immersed in a hydrochloric acid solution for 4 h to 
selectively dissolve the oxide phase yielding the desired porous silicon microgear replicas shown 
in Figure 3.12g-h.  Energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX) reveals the presence of a strong 
silicon peak with a minimal oxygen peak, Figure 3.12i.  The resulting silicon replicas contain 
two distinct pore size distributions, one associated with the interstices between the partially 
sintered silica microspheres and the other associated with the “ghost” microspheres on a finer 
scale, where each microsphere contains 65 v/o interior porosity based on the assumption of 
complete conversion to silicon and removal of MgO.  These porosities, combined with the 5% 
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volumetric increase observed during the microcomponent conversion process result in a final 
silicon volume fraction of 0.27.  Note, the silicon content could be enhanced significantly 
through an additional process, such as chemical vapor deposition.[5] The rms surface roughness 
of the porous silicon microgears is 118 nm, in good agreement with the surface roughness of the 
porous silica structures from which they are replicated.  These values scale with the colloid size; 
hence, further improvements are possible by simply reducing the mean diameter of the colloidal 
building blocks utilized in suspension.
 
3.4 Conclusions 
We have patterned silica-based microcomponents with a diverse array of geometric 
shapes, compositions, and physical properties with overall dimensions that range from 
approximately 10 µm to 1 mm at rates that exceed 10
3
 min
-1
 using the SFL technique. Colloidal 
microcomponents may be used as novel granular media for fundamental studies of flow, 
packing, and compaction behavior.  Recent efforts have shown that significant packing 
enhancements are observed simply by changing their shape from spherical to ellipsoidal 
granules.[49]  Now, the possibility exists to explore such effects over a much broader range of 
granular shapes. Moreover, one can create granular building blocks with increasing chemical 
complexity by coflowing multiple suspensions of varying composition within the microfluidic 
device. For example, utilization of granular feedstock with Janus[34, 50] or other patchy 
motifs[51, 52] would enable the fabrication of more sophisticated ceramic components with 
nearly periodic compositional variations.  We have also demonstrated that the patterned colloidal 
microcomponents can be converted to functional structures by densifying them at elevated 
temperature or via novel chemical conversion and replication schemes.  As one example, porous 
silicon microcomponents may find potential application as gas sensors,[45] photoluminescent 
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materials,[53, 54] or MEMS devices.  In related work, porous silicon structures replicated from 
biologically engineered silica “microcomponents” i.e. diatom frustules, have been shown to 
exhibit both rapid response times and high sensitivity to gases, such as nitrous oxide.[45] Finally, 
given their reduced contact area and weight, they should exhibit reduced in-use stiction[55] and 
require less power for actuation in MEMS applications. 
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3.6 Tables 
 
Table 3.1 Comparison between estimated centerline velocities using Eq.(3) and experimentally 
obtained centerline velocities for the colloidal suspensions. 
φsilica Maximum Centerline 
Velocity (µm/s)   
Characteristic 
Shear Rate  
(s
-1
) (2V/H) 
Viscosity 
(Pa•s)    
Estimated 
Centerline 
Velocity (µm/s) 
0.35 5245 191 0.08 5675 
0.40 3822 139 0.10 4540 
0.45 2649 96 0.20 2270 
0.50 1000 36 0.75 605 
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3.7 Figures 
 
Figure 3.1 (a) SFL schematic of operation where a pressure source is applied in an on and off 
fashion controlled by a 3-way computer controlled valve. This pressure moves fluid 
in a microchannel where the fluid is then exposed to UV-light shaped by a 
photomask that is shuttered in sync with the valve control. The result is a start and 
stop flow of fluid in the microchannel, where the fluid is photopatterned when it is at 
rest. (b) An array of polymeric microparticles synthesized during the (left to right) 
stop, polymerize, flow sequence. [From Ref. [35]] 
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Figure 3.2  Velocity profiles of fluid flow during 2 stop-start SFL sequences and the decreasing 
tstop times for the fluid flow to cease for different channel thicknesses of (a) 10µm, 
(b) 20µm, and (c) 40µm. The 40µm channel height shows no detectable time for the 
flow to stop once pressure is stopped. [From Ref. [35]] 
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Figure 3.3 When pressure is applied during the SFL sequence, the soft PDMS microchannel is 
deformed. The deformation increases the thickness of the microchannel close to the 
point of applied pressure, with limited deformation at distances far from the point of 
applied pressure. When pressure is removed, during the stop sequence, the 
microchannel relaxes and creates a squeeze flow in the direction away from the point 
of applied pressure. [From Ref. [35]] 
 
Figure 3.4 (a) The oxygen permeable PDMS microchannel allows free diffusion of oxygen to the 
interface of the photopolymerizeable fluid. During photopatterning, the oxygen 
inhibition layer stops polymerization at this interface and prevents sticking of 
microparticles to surface of the microchannel. (b) Upright particles immediately after 
synthesis and (c) the same particles after they have toppled over due to their thickness 
being less than that of the microchannel within which they are contained. [From Ref. 
[38]] 
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Figure 3.5 (a) Schematic illustration of stop flow lithography
 
(SFL) system, where a 
photocurable, index-matched silica-acrylamide suspension is flowed through a 
PDMS microchannel.  Microcomponents are patterned by (b) bringing the 
suspension to a complete stop within the microchannel, then (c) illuminating a 
defined volume of the suspension with UV light to induce photopolymerization, 
followed by (d) ejection of the as-patterned component through re-initiation of 
suspension flow. This process is repeated until the desired number of 
microcomponents is formed, at rates exceeding 10
3
 min
-1
. [Scalebars (b-d) are 100 
µm]  
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Figure 3.6  (a) Apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate for index-matched, silica-
acrylamide suspensions of varying colloid volume fraction. (b) Centerline velocities 
for increasing solids loadings of colloidal silica within a 40 µm microchannel.   
 
 
 
Figure 3.7  (a) Optical image of colloidal silica suspended in a mixture of DMSO and water 
(left) and pure water (right). (b) TGA plot of colloid-filled hydrogel granules formed 
at varying exposure times, where the initial monomer concentration was ~20wt%. 
The data indicates that [red] 3 s exposure time for the index-matched system resulted 
in a higher degree of polymerization (or greater weight loss) relative to the pure 
aqueous system.  
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Figure 3.8 (a) UV/Vis data represented as %transmittance for a 5v/o index-matched colloidal 
silica suspension (filled circles), an aqueous silica suspension (open circles), and a 
pure 5/vo acrylamide solution (triangles). (b) Mie scattering predicted for 500nm 
silica particles suspended in either an index matched (filled circles) and pure 
aqueous media (open circles). 
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Figure 3.9  Minimum feature size determination for index-matched silica suspension used in 
production of colloidal microcomponents. The white box represents the minimum 
feature sizes (~8 µm) that can be replicated with satisfactory fidelity. [Scalebar is 
30µm] 
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Figure 3.10 Optical images of colloidal microcomponents formed via SFL using the 
corresponding mask shown in each inset: (a) small microgears formed in a 30 µm 
thick microchannel, (b) large microgears formed in a 55 µm thick microchannel, 
(c) equilateral triangles formed in a 60 µm thick microchannel, and (d) an array of 
disk, cube, triangular, and rectangular microcomponents formed in a 40 µm thick 
microchannel. [Scalebar is 100 µm.] 
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Figure 3.11  (a) Confocal image (top, x-y plane and bottom, x-z plane) of patterned colloidal 
microgear (x-y scan acquired at z = 20 µm) in an index-matched solution. (b) 
SEM image of a dried colloidal microgear composed of (c) densely packed silica 
microparticles. [Scalebars for (a)-(c) are 100 µm, 50 µm and 5 µm, respectively.] 
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Figure 3.12  (a) SEM micrographs of a glassy silica microgear fully densified at 1150°C for 10 
h, which is composed of (b) a smooth surface and dense interior (not shown), as 
demonstrated by (c) AFM surface reconstruction, (d) SEM micrographs of a 
porous silica microgear partially densified at 1150°C for 1 h, which is composed of 
(e) a porous network of fused silica microspheres, with (f) AFM surface 
reconstruction demonstrating roughness on the order of colloid size, and (g) SEM 
micrographs of a silicon microgear converted by a magnsiothermic reduction of 
the porous silica microgear shown in (d). This conversion reaction yields the 
nanoporous silicon replica shown at higher magnification in (h) with (i) EDX 
revealing a large silicon peak. [Scalebars are 50 µm for (a,d,g), 5µm for (b,e,h), 
and 500 nm for the inset in (h).] 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
PACKING DYNAMICS OF NON-SPHERICAL COLLOIDAL GRANULES 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
 Granular matter is ubiquitous; sand on the beach, cosmetic and food powders, agricultural 
commodities, and pharmaceutical tablets are just a few examples. While most granular matter is 
non-spherical, the vast majority of studies on granular phenomena have focused on spherical 
granules.[1-6] Recently, the non-equilibrium packing behavior of granular matter has been 
studied by computer simulations and shown to depend significantly on granule shape.[1, 7-9] 
However, to date, most experimental investigations of granular materials has been limited to 
spherical, polydisperse, or randomly shaped granules.  
The ability to precisely engineer the size, polydispersity, shape and deformability of 
colloidal granules is required to further elucidate basic physical concepts of granular materials. 
For example, it has been recently reported that flow behavior of granular matter is altered when 
the granule diameter is less than 100 microns,[8, 10], when surface forces become important 
relative to gravity.[8] For example, µN cohesive forces were shown to induce phenomenological 
similar drop breakup dynamics in ca. 100µm, spherical granular media; however, these cohesive 
forces could be mitigated by changing granule shape or surface roughness (Figure 4.1).[10]  
Since granular packings are non-ergodic in nature and highly sensitive to loading conditions,[11-
13] the details of granule flow into a container or mold are critical to efficient packing. Since 
cohesive surface forces are greatly affected by contact area and tangential forces, the granule 
shape and surface roughness are critical system parameters.[10]The static packing behavior of 
non-spherical granules is not well understood due to the limited availability of model granules 
and the relative difficulty of simulating large asymmetric particle assemblies under static and 
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dynamic conditions. Much of the existing experimental studies have been focused on the use of 
photoelastic plastic beads to study stress propagation[14-15] and most simulations involve 
spheroids containing a large degree of convexity.[16-18] Still, some experiments[8, 19] and 
simulations[1, 9] have been carried out on non-convex granule packs, which have led to 
observations that differ from that of spherical granular media. For example, an initial packing 
fraction of  ≈ 65v/o for cubes in containers with lateral areas of either 100 or 20 times less than 
that of the individual cubes is reported by Fraige et al. and Latham et al., respectively (Figure 
4.2a).[1, 8] When Fraige et al. increased the container lateral area to 1,600 times higher than of 
the individual cubes, the packing fraction decreased to  ≈ 0.37 (Figure 4.2), demonstrating the 
significance of wall effects on cube packing.     
X-ray micro-computed tomography (µCT) has recently emerged as a method for directly 
visualizing the packing behavior of granular media.[2, 4, 20-21] This technique allows one to 
visualize packing in three dimensions at the single granule level.[2, 4, 20-21] By applying image 
analysis techniques, such as Voronoi tesselation, one can quantify the packing uniformity within 
the resultant granule beds.[2, 20-24]  Voronoi tesselation maps out the volume closest to each 
granule, where the variance in the resultant Voronoi volumes provides a measure of packing 
homogeneity. To date, µCT and corresponding image analysis methods have only been applied 
to spherical granular sytems.  
To quantify the distribution of Voronoi volumes (vv), it is necessary to segment and label 
each granule. Figure 4.3a shows a granular bed composed of 150,000 spherical granules along 
with the probability distribution of their local packing fraction (Figure 4.3b), which is obtained 
by dividing the granule volume by its local Voronoi volume.[21] Aste et al. has recently shown 
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that monodisperse, spherical granule Voronoi volume distributions can be well approximated by 
a modified Gamma distribution, called a k-Gamma distribution,[25]  
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where V is the Voronoi volume, Vmin is the minimum observed Voronoi volume, 
__
V is the average 
Voronoi volume and k = (
__
V -Vmin)
2
/(σ 2) is defined by the variance in Voronoi distribution. 
Figure 4.4a shows real data (points) and the k-Gamma fit (line). In their work, the Voronoi 
volume distribution of a large number of spherical granules is probed from a random loose-
packed, ≈ 0.55, to a random close-packed,  ≈ 0.64, (or jammed) state via X-ray µCT.  Using 
the k-Gamma analytical function, Aste et al. reports a collapse of all jammed granule conditions 
onto a single curve via scaling by (V – Vmin)/(
__
V  - Vmin) for very similar k-values, k~12 (Figure 
4.4b).  Aste et al. suggests that similar k-values indicate a similar local granule configuration that 
may be scaled to different Voronoi distributions.[25]  
Unlike their spherical counterparts, non-convex, prismatic granules have an increased 
probability of planar contact, thus one can no longer rely on convexity to easily segment each 
granule. In this case, proper segmentation requires high magnification CT scans, which 
typically is achieved by reducing the sampling volume. Moreover, if the granules are 
geometrically asymmetric, local Voronoi volumes can no longer be found simply by growing 
from the granule center of mass. The use of a two-step distance transformation method is 
necessary to determine the local Voronoi volumes from CT for non-spherical, asymmetric 
granules, Figure 4.5.[20] 
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In this chapter, we create large quantities of non-spherical colloidal granules of controlled 
surface roughness via stop-flow lithography (describe in Chapter 3). The packing behavior of 
cube, triangle, and rectangle prism granules as well as a bimodal cube granule system is 
investigated by CT and image analysis under both static and dynamic conditions. Though we 
are capable of performing analysis in the dry state, all granules are analyzed in the wet 
(lubricated) state to limit effects to shape and surface roughness. We then fit their Voronoi 
volume distribution to the k-Gamma distribution in an attempt to quantify a particular order 
parameter for the jamming condition of low dispersity cube, rectangular prism and bimodal cube 
granules.  
4.2 Experimental Methods 
4.2.1 Material System 
Colloidal suspensions are prepared by first adding an appropriate amount of 
polyethyleneimine (PEI); (1800 g mol
-1
); Aldrich Chemical Co to deionized water.  The solution 
pH is then adjusted to 6 by adding aliquots of a 1M HNO3 solution (Fisher Scientific).  Following 
this, silica microspheres (vsilica = 0.5, 500 ± 25 nm diameter, FUSO, Japan) are added to the 
solution and allowed to stir overnight to allow the desired adsorption of (0.5 mg) PEI m
-2
 
silica[26].  This opaque suspension is then index-matched by the addition of dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO; Fisher Scientific) to achieve a volumetric ratio of 65:35 v/v DMSO to water.  The 
suspension is then concentrated by centrifuging at 3000 rpm.  After the supernatant is decanted, a 
photoinitiator, vinit = 0.03 (Darocur 1173, Ciba), acrylamide monomer, a 
w
acryl = 0.09 (Acros 
Organics), and crosslinking agent N,N methylene bisacrylamide (Aldrich Chemical Co.) at an 
8:2 w/w ratio of monomer to crosslinking agent is added to the dense sediment.  The index-
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matching is achieved by adding an appropriate amount of deionized water to yield a final 
composition of vsilica = 0.50, 62:38 v/v of DMSO:water, and 
w
acrylamide = 0.08.  
4.2.2 Microfluidic Device Fabrication 
Microfluidic devices are produced via soft lithography[27] by pouring PDMS (Sylgard 
184; Dow Corning) onto a silicon wafer patterned with SU-8 photoresist features (SU-8 50; 
Microchem).  After curing the PDMS, the mold is cut out and treated via UVO[27] with an 
accompanying PDMS coated coverslip. After treatment, the mold and coverslip is brought into 
conformal contact and allowed to bond, forming a monolithic structure.  The microchannel 
dimensions used in these experiments are 1 mm in diameter with channel heights of either 30 
m, 40 m or 55 m, by spin-coating at either 3000, 2500, or 2000 rpm, though channel heights 
as low as 10 m have been successfully used in this system.  Photomasks are rendered with CAD 
(Autocad 2005 ®) and printed via a high-resolution laser printer (5080 dpi; CAD/Art Services, 
Inc.). 
4.2.3  Patterned Granule Fabrication and Harvesting 
The transparent colloidal suspension is flowed into the SFL microfluidic device in a 
pulsed sequence and synched with flashes of UV exposure as described in ref [28].  For this 
material system, by applying a voltage to a solenoid valve through software written in 
Labview©, the suspension is flowed at 2 psi for 400 ms, the pressure is then stopped by removal 
of the applied voltage. After the pressure is released, the system is allowed to relax for 300 ms, 
where the motion of the fluid comes to a full stop. Immediately after the flow is stopped, UV 
light is projected through a photomask into an objective lens (20X, N.A. 0.46; Zeiss) that focuses 
the negative mask image onto the microchannel for a periods of 400 ms. This process is repeated 
until the desired number of microcomponents are formed. Optical microscopy is used to quantify 
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the average size and variance of the granule population by sampling 100 granules and measuring 
using Fiji ©. 
After granule formation, the granules remain immersed in the excess unpolymerized 
index matched suspension. The granules are purified by first washing away the excess 
unpolymerized aqueous silica suspension via solvent exchange with an aqueous solution of 65:35 
v/v DMSO to water. This step is repeated 3 times to assure all colloidal silica not associated with 
the granule media has been removed. Following this, the aqueous solution is exchanged with 
acetone as an intermediate for heptane. This step is repeated 3 times. After the granules are 
immersed in acetone, the acetone is substituted for heptane via a similar 3 step solvent exchange 
process. If the granules are to be examined in the dry state, they can remain in heptane to allow 
evaporation; however, in all studies reported here, the granules are immersed in hexadecane to 
lubricate the granule surface. The granules immersed in hexadecane are then gently pulled into a 
200 L plastic pipette tip (TH-PL-9400260; Thermo-Fisher Scientific) and then brought into 
contact with the meniscus of the polyimide tube CT sample chamber. The granules are then 
allowed to gently fall to the bottom of the container, to a bed height greater than 7mm. 
4.2.4 Direct Imaging via X-ray Micro-Computed Tomography 
Polyimide tubing, diameter ca. 2mm (SWPT-064-030; Smallparts, inc.) is mounted on a 
ca. 10mm
2
 plastic cutout from a petri-dish (Fisher Scientific) using a small amount of 5 min 
epoxy (S-206; Devcon). If the granules are to be interrogated in the dry state, the chamber is then 
filled with heptane (H2198; Aldrich). If the granules are to be interrogated in the lubricated 
condition, the chamber is filled with hexadecane (H6703; Aldrich). 
The samples are centered on the stage of the X-ray CT (MicroCT-200; X-Radia). After 
the edge of the sample is found, the stage is moved so the collection volume is in position more 
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than 300m from the container walls and 1 mm and 0.5 mm from the bottom of the container 
and top of the granule pack, respectively.  A 41 kV and 7 Watts X-ray source is used and either a 
20X or 10X objective lens is selected resulting in a pixel size of 0.931 or 1.63 m/pixel 
respectively. The samples are rotated 180
o 
and images are taken every ¼ degree at a resolution of 
1024x1024x1024 voxels at 8bits/channel.   
The segmentation accuracy is increased when higher magnification objective lenses are 
used during analysis; however, this also reduces the number of granules sampled. Thus, we used 
a 10X, 1.63 m/pixel, objective lens to probe the cubic and rectangular prism granules. This 
allows us to sample more than 1,000 granules, while still performing accurate segmentation 
based on shape regularity. For the bimodal cube system, we used a 20X, 0.93 m/pixel, objective 
lens as an optimum magnification to achieve accurate segmentation while acquiring a 
statistically significant, greater than 500, number of granules, since shape regularity is not a 
reliable method. 
4.2.5 Image Analysis 
The volume fraction of each granular pack is determined by first importing the raw data 
into Fiji © and then thresholding away pixel values below 150, resulting in granule sizes that 
compare well to those images by SEM (see Figure 4.7). The thresholded image volumes are then 
analyzed by counting bright pixels and dark pixels. The sum of the bright pixels (granules) is 
divided by the sum of the dark pixels (void) to get the average volume fraction of the granule 
bed. The thresholded volume is then imported into Imaris © image analysis software. A seeded 
watershed algorithm is used to segment the granules based on the average size of the granule. 
The output image volume is then imported into Matlab © and downsampled by 10X to 
accommodate the computation capacity of the computer.  
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 The Voronoi tesselation map for each granule is then found using a custom Matlab © 
script, which first takes a distance transform of all granules in the presence of all other granules 
and then a distance transform of each individual granule, referred to as the global and local 
distance maps, respectively. The difference between these maps is the Voronoi map of each 
granule. The interface between all Voronoi maps is then determined and labeled to form the 
Skeleton of Influence Zone (SKIZ). This script is based off the work done by Alshibli et al.[20]. 
Since the granule segmentation is not perfect, unrealistic granule sizes that are either less 
than or greater than ±35% the average granule volume are removed. These values lie outside of 
the C.V. and represent over or under segmented granules. This type of filter is not applied to the 
bimodal granule distribution data, since those volumes are acquired at 20X magnification and the 
segmentation is more accurate. Finally, since the sampled volume resides within the interior of 
each granule pack, it contains fragments at the edge of the sampled region of interest. A filtering 
algorithm is performed to remove these external Voronoi volumes. Finally a smoothing 
algorithm, Kernel Density Estimate (KDE), is used to plot a histogram of the Voronoi volumes 
with a bin number of 36. Finally, the k-value from the k-Gamma function is determined using a 
least-squares non-linear curve fit of the binned KDE experimental data.   
4.3 Results and Discussion 
Non-spherical colloidal granules with controlled surface roughness are created by stop-
flow lithography (SFL), following the method outlined in Chapter 3 (Figure 4.6). Large 
quantities (> 5000) of granular matter are produced by this approach with a C.V. < 10%, of 
monodisperse square and equilateral triangle geometries with side length or diameter of 50m 
and depth of 40m are produced 20 at a time using photomasks with 5x4 arrays in 
microchannels of depth 50m. While rectangular prism granules of 150x50x40m3 (3:1:1) are  
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produced 8 at a time using a 4x2 array in a 50m microfluidic channel depth. Interestingly, the 
lateral dimensions of the patterned granules can be controlled by the location of the focal plane 
within the microchannel, enabling facile control of granule size dispersion. By exploiting this, a 
bimodal distribution of 50x50x40m3 and 75x75x40m3 granules are also produced, with a 
corresponding C.V. of 300%. SEM micrographs of all granule geometries are shown in Figure 
4.7. 
Prior to transferring the patterned colloidal granules into the CT sample chamber, they 
are cleaned via a three-step washing and solvent exchange process. The granules are then 
immersed in hexadecane to evaluate their assembly in a lubricated environment.[29] The 
granules are transferred into the CT sample holder by creating a meniscus at the top of the 
chamber, allowing the granules to gently fall into the container, shown schematically in Figure 
4.8a. A reconstruction of the raw CT data obtained on this sample is provided in Figure 4.8b.  
After the granules have been allowed to fill the container to a depth of >7mm, the sample 
is gently placed into the x-ray CT chamber. A volumetric region of interest is then imaged 
using either a 20X and 10X objective lens, corresponding to 680x10
6m3 and 906x106m3 
respectively. As a benchmark, a typical single granule volume ranges from 100x10
3m3 (cubes) 
to 300m3 (rectangles). After the samples are digitized via image collection on the CCD, the 
initial packing fraction of the granules is determined for all shapes, as shown in Figure 4.9. 
Lubricated cubes exhibit an initial packing fraction of  < 0.50, even though their ultimate 
packing fraction can theoretically reach unity. This is in agreement with results by Fraige et al., 
who reports packing fractions as low as  = 0.34 for random packings of cubes in the absence of 
wall effects.[1] Four initial packings of nearly monodisperse cube granules are investigated and 
the resulting packing fractions lie within a narrow average volume fraction of  = 0.47 ± 0.15 
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(Figure 4.9). Interestingly, triangular granules display a similar packing fraction as that observed 
for cubes; which suggests that the contact area between adjacent granules is the dominant 
parameter as opposed to a specific granule shape. The maximum contact area of 2.5x10
3 
m
2
 for 
the cubes and triangles is identical; whereas the rectangular granules have a maximum contact 
area of 7.5x10
2
m
2
 with a lower corresponding packing fraction,  ≈ 0.38. The bimodal cube 
population has an average contact area of 4.0x10
2
 m2 with a maximum contact area of 
5.6x10
3m2 for the large granules and maximum contact area of 2.5x103m2 for the smaller 
population. The bimodal cubic granules exhibit the lowest initial packing fraction of  ≈ 0.33 
though this may be due to a combined effect of contact area and size dispersion. 
Select granule geometries are agitated via horizontal shaking for varying times. A 
horizontal shaking method is employed due to readily available equipment and the unique ability 
of rotationally asymmetric geometries to compact by rearranging their orientation without 
moving beyond their center of mass.[7] The packing dynamics of both the bimodal cube and 
rectangular prism geometries are investigated as a function of agitation times, because of their 
initially low packing fraction, while the cubic system serves as a benchmark. 
The monodisperse cubes begin at an initially higher packing fraction than the other 
geometries and thus take quite some time to undergo any significant change in packing fraction; 
however, after several hours of agitation, their packing fraction approaches a plateau of  ≈ 0.56 
in this experiment. The bimodal granules undergo rapid consolidation in a very short time 
(~600s). The rectangular granules also undergo rapid consolidation from  ≈ 0.38 to  ≈ 0.52; 
however, the most dramatic change in  occurs under the first agitation event, indicating the 
granules initially pack in a highly unstable configuration.  
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Though the total packing fraction yields useful information on mean population behavior, 
CT data also contains information on individual granule shape and orientation. By mapping the 
distance from each granule surface to that of its neighbors, we create a Voronoi tesselation map 
that provides the Voronoi volume of each granule; where the free volume for consolidation is the 
difference between the Voronoi volume and the granule volume.[20] Statistical analysis of the 
resulting Voronoi volume distributions provides information about the packing homogeneity of 
the granule bed and, through fitting of the k-Gamma function, the resulting k-values can be used 
to track the evolution of local granule structure.[25] Specifically, the k-value is the ratio of the 
average free volume of the granules to the variance of the Voronoi volumes. If the k-values 
remain constant through compaction, it is a strong indicator that the local packing structure also 
remains constant. 
To determine the Voronoi volumes, we follow an image segmentation and Voronoi 
tesselation method generic to all granule shapes. First, we erode the surface of the granules to 
reduce the degree of planar contact. A full assembly of narrow size dispersion cube granules 
used in this analysis is presented in Figure 4.10a; due to the erosion necessary to label and track 
the granules, the volumes used in analysis (blue) are reduced in size yet maintain the same shape 
and orientation as the original granule (white overlay). We then use a seeded watershed 
algorithm to properly label each granule. Finally, we employ the Voronoi tessellation method 
outlined by Alshibli et al. [20] A distance transformation is applied to the entire granule pack 
and then compared to the distance transform for each individual granule from the surface of the 
granule. The difference of these distance transformations is the local volume for each particular 
granule. The benefit of this technique is that the distance transform is measured from the surface 
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of the granules; therefore, there is no implicit assumption about the shape or orientation of the 
particular granule.   
The Voronoi volume distributions for cube and rectangular prism granule geometries as 
well as the bimodal cube granule distribution as well as examples of the skeleton of influence 
zone outlining the Voronoi volumes around these granules are provided in Figure 4.10b-d. The 
monodisperse cube granules initially display a broad Voronoi volume distribution, which 
decreases from an average volume of 1,060m3 to 940m3 after 25,000s of agitation time 
(Figure 4.11a). The rectangular granules also undergo a change in Voronoi volume distribution 
under agitation (Figure 4.11b). Table 4.1 shows that there is a decrease in mean Voronoi 
volume from 1,520m3 to ~1380m3, accompanied by a reduction in standard deviation from 
308m3 to 245m3.  Finally, we determine the Voronoi volume distribution of the bimodal 
granule system for all agitation times. Figure 4.11c shows the initial packing conditions have 
larger average Voronoi volumes with a broad distribution; however, there is a dramatic shift of 
average volumes and a narrowing of the distribution under agitation.  
The Voronoi volume distributions for each system are then fit to the k-Gamma function, 
yielding the resulting curves shown in Figure 4.11. Interestingly, the Voronoi distributions fit 
well to the k-Gamma distribution reported by Aste et al.; however, unlike their experiments on 
spherical granules, the k-values for the cube granules decrease with agitation time, Table 4.1. 
This k-value variation reflects the fact that the local structure changes during consolidation, i.e., 
the standard deviation of Voronoi volumes does not change in a manner consistent with the 
average Voronoi volume. The rectangular prism granule's k-value, however, remains largely 
constant over the experimental conditions probed with an average k-value of k~9.9. The bimodal 
granule system also displays a relatively unchanging k with an average value of k~9.3.  This data 
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shows clearly that the cube granule's k-value decrease with increasing packing fraction; whereas 
the rectangular prism and bimodal granule distributions remain at similar values throughout 
compaction. Importantly, using the k-values obtained from these fits, we are able to collapse all 
the curves onto a single master curve by scaling the distributions as (V – Vmin)/(
__
V  - Vmin) 
(Figures 4.11a-c,right).   The k-values observed at varying packing fractions are summarized in 
Figure 4.12)  
4.4 Conclusions 
 We have demonstrated non-spherical colloidal granules of varying geometry and 
prescribed size dispersion and surface roughness can be patterned in large quantities using stop-
flow lithography. We have also demonstrated the ability to quantify the packing homogeneity of 
non-spherical granules using Voronoi tesselation and fit the resultant Voronoi distributions to the 
k-Gamma analytical function. The resulting characteristic k-values may indicate that cubic 
granules are undergoing a fundamental change in their local packing structure. The rectangular 
prism and bimodal granule distributions yield similar k-values during compaction, which 
suggests their local granule structure is “frozen” even though the free volume decreases as a 
function of agitation time. The good fit of the data and the collapse of the k-Gamma distributions 
for cubic, rectanglar, and bimodal cubic granules onto single master curves suggests that this 
function may be broadly applied to non-spherical and polydisperse granular matter.  
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4.6 Tables 
Table 4.1 Mean, standard deviation, and k-values of (top) cubes, (middle) rectangular, and 
(bottom) bimodal cube Voronoi volume distributions. 
 
 
 
 
Monodisperse Cubes Vavg variance k
0 650.9822 7912.1 15.5696
10 599.2038 6890.2 12.9929
100 608.4517 7148.6 13.3093
1000 613.7749 7500.7 13.1261
25000 574.3516 6490 11.602
Rectangles Vavg variance k
0 941.6681 30941 11.3145
10 900.4448 30250 10.0373
40 848.3599 26798 9.2807
300 855.9332 28582 8.9557
900 868.3518 26191 10.2717
2700 845.4404 25419 9.6578
25000 855.1446 26435 9.6636
Bimodal Cubes Vavg variance k
0 3617.5 665070 11.0535
10 3240.1 506870 10.6725
40 3096.7 589570 8.0807
300 2906.1 402310 9.884
600 2821.5 370850 9.8129
1200 2828.6 403610 9.0735
3000 2767.3 365590 9.3845
10000 2778.1 359460 9.6566
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4.7 Figures 
 
Figure 4.1 High speed video of granular flow from a hopper for (a) smooth glass, (b) coarse 
grained sand, and (c) copper granules shown in (d). The video is taken at (left to 
right) just below, 20, 50, and 77 cm distances from the hopper nozzle. Only the 
smooth glass granules exhibit a drop-breakup phenomenon (a). Taken from Ref. 
[10]. 
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Figure 4.2 (a) Experiment (left) and simulation (right) 12.5 mm
2
 of cubes packed in a 100 x 30 
mm
2 
container and (b) simulation of 12.5mm
2 
cubes packed in a 500x500mm
2
 
container. (a) Presents a void fraction of ≈ 0.33 and (b) presents a void fraction of  
≈ 0.63 – resulting in a packing fraction of  ≈ 0.66 and ≈ 0. 37, respectively. Taken 
from Ref. [1]. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) 150,000 spherical ~1mm glass bead packing reconstructed from x-ray CT data. 
(b) Local packing fraction of constituent glass beads. Taken from Ref. [21]. 
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Figure 4.4 (a) The Voronoi volume distributions for (o) jammed, (+) unjammed, and (x) 
crystalline packings where the minimum Voronoi volume is the minimum volume 
of a sphere, or 0.6975. (b) The jammed granules collapse onto a single curve if 
scaled by (V-Vmin)/(
__
V -Vmin). Taken from Ref. [25]. 
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Figure 4.5 (green) (a) Simulated spheres (b) various simulated non-spherical objects and (c) a 
CT collection of real spherical granules and the (red) outlines of their Voronoi 
volumes, otherwise referred to as Skeleton of Influence Zone. Taken from Ref. [20]. 
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Figure 4.6  (a) Schematic illustration of SFL of colloidal silica using a square array photomask 
to produce cube granules. (b) SEM micrograph of cube colloidal granules with an 
(inset) SEM micrograph of 500nm silica colloids on surface of granule. (c) AFM 
micrograph of colloidal silica shown in the inset of (b). [Scalebars are (b) 75m and 
(b, inset) 2m] 
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Figure 4.7 SEM micrographs of (a) cube, (b) rectangular prism, (c) triangular prism, and (d) 
bimodal cube granules. The insets of (a-d) are representative granules. [Scalebars are 
(a) 150m, (b) 500m, (c) 100m, (d) 150m and (a,c) insets are 10m and (b,d) 
insets are 50m]  
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Figure 4.8 (a) Transfer of granules through alkane meniscal contact with x-ray CT sample 
chamber. (b) Reconstructed image of cubic granule pack within sample chamber. 
[Scalebar is 100m] 
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Figure 4.9 Volume fraction of cube, rectangular, bimodal cube and triangular granules at 
varying agitation times.  
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Figure 4.10 (a) Granule pack extracted from core of larger granule bed, more than 6 granule 
diameters from sides of container and top or bottom of bed. Eroded (blue) cube 
granules overlayed on raw (gray) cube granule bed. The erosion allows for image 
segmentation and Voronoi volume visualization for (b) cubes, (b) rectangular 
granules, and (c) a bimodal distribution of cube granules, where some of the larger 
granule population is circled in white. [Scalebars are 100m, 50m, 50m and 
70m respectively] 
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Figure 4.11 (a, left) PDF of Voronoi volume distribution for cubes and (a, right) scaled PDF‟s 
for cubes. (b, left) PDF of Voronoi volume distributions for rectangular prism 
granules and (b, right) scaled PDF‟s for rectangular prism granules. (c, left) PDF of 
Voronoi volume distributions for bimodal cube granules and (c, right) scaled PDF‟s 
for bimodal cube distribution. 
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Figure 4.12 The k parameter from the k-Gamma fit to experimental Voronoi volume data for 
cube, rectangular prism and bimodal cube granule distributions.   
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CHAPTER 5 
THESIS CONCLUSIONS 
 We have formulated two concentrated silica microsphere-hydrogel suspensions 
compatible with processing in confined microchannel geometries; one based on an aqueous 
system and the other based on an index-matched system.  The aqueous suspension is used in 
drop-based microfluidics to assemble spherical and discoid colloidal granules in homogenous or 
Janus distributions. The index-matched suspension is used in stop-flow-lithography to assemble 
colloidal granules in non-spherical prismatic geometries, including microgears, cubes, 
rectangular, and triangular prisms. Finally, x-ray CT is used to characterize the packing 
dynamics of non-spherical colloidal granules under horizontal agitation conditions. The principal 
findings of this research are summarized below: 
(1) Microfluidic Assembly of Spherical Colloidal Granules 
i. Spherical and discoid granules, ca. 100m, of colloidal silica were fabricated 
in sheath-flow microfluidic geometries. 
ii. Separate streams of colloidal suspension were delivered into separate drop 
hemispheres and locked into place, creating hemispherically distinct Janus 
granules in both spherical and discoid geometries. 
(2) Microfluidic Patterning of Colloidal, Glass, and Silicon Microcomponents 
i. An aqueous colloidal suspension was made transparent and thus compatible 
with SFL, a microfluidic based lithography platform, by index matching the 
silica microspheres in a DMSO:water solution. 
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ii. A variety of prismatic granule geometries were fabricated, including both 
simple and complex shapes, i.e., a microgear geometry. 
iii. The microgear components were partially or fully sintered at elevated 
temperature to yield either porous or dense glass microgears, respectively.  
Representative porous microgears were further transformed into porous 
silicon microgears via magnesiothermic reduction.  
(3) Packing Dynamics of Non-Spherical Colloidal Granules 
i. X-ray CT was used to determine the packing fraction of non-spherical 
granules of varying shape as a function of horizontal agitation time. 
ii.  A method to determine the Voronoi volume distribution from images of non-
spherical granular packs was developed. 
iii. The Voronoi volume distributions were fit to a probability distribution 
function and the resulting fit parameter was used to describe the local granule 
structure.  
iv. All k-Gamma fits were able to rescale onto a single master curve, indicating 
that the jamming conditions remained qualitatively similar during 
consolidation. 
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